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ON GENERALIZED Q.F.D. MODULES

MOHAMMAD SALEH, S. K. JAIN AND S. R. LÓPEZ-PERMOUTH

Abstract. A right R-module M is called a generalized q.f.d. module if every
M-singular quotient has finitely generated socle. In this note we give several
characterizations to this class of modules by means of weak injectivity, tight-
ness, and weak tightness that generalizes the results in [25], Theorem 3. In
particular, it is shown that a module M is g.q.f.d. iff every direct sum of
M -singular M -injective modules in σ[M ] is weakly injective iff every direct
sum of M -singular weakly tight is weakly tight iff every direct sum of the
injective hulls of M -singular simples is weakly R-tight.

1. Introduction

Throughout this paper all rings are associative with identity and all modules
are unitary. We denote the category of all right R-modules by Mod-R and for any
M ∈ Mod-R, σ[M ] stands for the full subcategory of Mod-R whose objects are
submodules of M -generated modules (see [26]). Given a module XR, the injective
hull of X in Mod- R (resp., in σ[M ]) is denoted by E(X) (resp., EM (X)). The
M -injective hull EM (X) is the trace of M in E(X), i.e. EM (X) =

∑
{f(M), f ∈

Hom
(
M,E(X)

)
} [3], [26].

The purpose of this paper is to further the study of the concepts of weak in-
jectivity (tightness) in σ[M ] studied in [4], [6], [15], [21], [20], [24], [25], [27], [28].
In [25], Theorem 3 characterized finitely generated g.q.f.d. modules by means of
weak injectivity. In this note we sharpen this result by characterizing any g.q.f.d.,
not necessary finitely generated, by means of weak injectivity, tightness and weak
tightness. It is shown that a module M is g.q.f.d. iff every direct sum ofM -singular
M -injective modules in σ[M ] is weakly injective iff every direct sum of M -singular
weakly tight is weakly tight iff every direct sum of the injective hulls of M -singular
simples is weakly R-tight.

Given two modulesX andN ∈ σ[M ], we callX weakly N -injective in σ[M ] if for
every homomorphism ϕ : N → EM (X), there exist a homomorphism ϕ̂ : N → X
and a monomorphism σ : X → EM (X) such that ϕ = σϕ̂. Equivalently, if there
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exists a submodule Y of EM (X) such that ϕ(N) ⊂ Y ≃ X . A module X ∈ σ[M ]
is called weakly injective in σ[M ] if for every finitely generated submodule N of
the M -injective hull EM (X), N is contained in a submodule Y of EM (X) such
that Y ≃ X . Equivalently, if X is weakly N -injective for all finitely generated
modules N in σ[M ]. A module X is N-tight in σ[M ] if every quotient of N
which is embeddable in the M -injective hull EM (X) of X is embeddable in X .
A module is tight (R-tight) in σ[M ] if it is tight relative to all finitely generated
(cyclic) submodules of its M -injective hull, and X is weakly tight (weakly R-tight)
in σ[M ] if every finitely generated (cyclic) submodule N of EM (X) is embeddable
in a direct sum of copies of X . It is clear that every weakly injective module in
σ[M ] is tight in σ[M ], and every tight module in σ[M ] is weakly tight in σ[M ],
but weak tightness does not imply tightness, (see [4], [28]).

A right R-module M is called a generalized q.f.d. module if every M -singular
quotient has finitely generated socle. A moduleMR is called S-WI (S-WRI) if every
M -singular module N ∈ σ[M ] is weakly injective (weakly R-injective) in σ[M ]. An

essential (large) submodule X of an R-module Y will be denoted by X ⊆′ Y . A
right module N is said to be compressible if for every essential submodule K ⊂′ N ,
N is embeddable in K. A module Q is called weakly injective (resp., tight, weakly

tight) [9], [10], [11], [12] if it is weakly injective (resp., tight, weakly tight) in
σ[RR] = Mod-R.

The socle of a module X is denoted by Soc (X). A module N ∈ σ[M ] is called
singular in σ[M ] or M -singular if there exists a module X in σ[M ] containing an
essential submodule K such that N ≃ X/K (see [26]). The class of all M -singular
modules is closed under submodules, homomorphic images and direct sum ([26],
17.3, 17.4). Thus every moduleN ∈ σ[M ] contains a largestM -singular submodule
which is denoted by ZM (N).

For a module XR and a module property P X is said to be
∑

−P in case every
direct sum of copies of X enjoys the property P. Also we call X locally P in case
every finitely generated submodule of X enjoys the property P (see [1], [3], [13]).

The class of weak injectivity (tightness, weak tightness) in σ[M ] is closed under
finite direct sum and essential extensions. Also, the domains of the class of weak
injectivity (tightness, weak tightness) in σ[M ] are closed under submodules, and
quotients.

We list below some of the basic results on weak injectivity (tightness, weak
tightness) in σ[M ] that will be needed in this paper (see [12], [21], [20], [28]).

Lemma 1.1 ([28, Lemma 2.2], [20]). Given modules N,Q ∈ σ[M ]. If Q is uni-

form then Q is weakly N -tight in σ[M ] iff Q is weakly N -injective in σ[M ].

Lemma 1.2 ([28, Lemma 2.2], [20, Corollary 3.5]). For a right R-moduleMR, ev-

ery (uniform) cyclic in σ[M ] is weakly R-injective (R-tight, weakly R-tight ) in

σ[M ] iff every (uniform) cyclic is compressible.
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Lemma 1.3 ([28, Lemma 3.1], [20, Proposition 3.6]). Given modules N , Q ∈
σ[M ]. If Q is self-injective and weakly N -tight in σ[M ], then Q is N -injective

in σ[M ].

In [14], it is shown that any completely reducible module is a direct summand
of a weakly injective module, the next lemma shows that any module is in fact a
direct summand of a weakly injective module.

Lemma 1.4. For every module X in σ[M ], X⊕EM (X)(α), where α is an infinite

cardinal number, is weakly injective in σ[M ].

Lemma 1.5. A finite direct sum of weakly injective (tight, weakly tight ) in σ[M ]
is weakly injective (tight, weakly tight) in σ[M ], and an essential extension of a

weakly injective (tight, weakly tight ) module in σ[M ] is weakly injective (tight,
weakly tight ) in σ[M ].

Example 1.6. (i) [12, Example 2.11], [14]. Let R be the ring of endomor-
phisms of an infinite dimensional vector space V over a field F . Then
M = Soc (RR) ⊕R is tight but not weakly injective.

(ii) [4]. Let R = Z and X = (Q/Z)⊕ (Z/pZ), where p is a prime number. Then
X is weakly tight in σ[M ] but not tight.

(iii) [12, Example 4.4(d)]. Let F be a field. Then R =

[
F F
0 F

]
is weakly injective

but the summand S =

[
0 0
0 F

]
as an R-module is not weakly injective.

Lemma 1.7 ([25, Theorem 2]). Let R be a ring and M be a right R-module. Then

the following are equivalent:

(i) M is a generalized q.f.d. module;

(ii) every M -cyclic M -singular module is finite dimensional;

(iii) every finitely M -generated M -singular module is finite dimensional.

Theorem 1.8. For a module MR, the following implications (a) ⇒ (b) ⇒ (c) ⇒
(d) ⇒ (e) ⇒ (f) always hold.

(a) every direct sum
⊕

ΛMλ of M -singular injective modules in σ[M ] is weakly

injective in σ[M ];
(b) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of M -singular weakly injective modules in σ[M ] is

weakly injective in σ[M ];
(c) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of M -singular weakly injective modules in σ[M ] is

tight in σ[M ];
(d) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of M -singular tight modules in σ[M ] is tight in σ[M ];

(e) every direct sum
⊕

ΛMλ of M -singular tight modules in σ[M ] is weakly tight

in σ[M ];
(f) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of M -singular weakly tight modules in σ[M ] is weakly

tight in σ[M ].

Proof. (a) ⇒ (b) Consider the module X =
⊕

ΛMλ a direct sum of M -singular
weakly injective modules in σ[M ]. Let N be a finitely generated submodule of
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EM (X). By (a) the direct sum
⊕

ΛEM (Mλ) is weakly injective in σ[M ] and
X =

⊕
ΛMλ ⊆′

⊕
ΛEM (Mλ) ⊆′ EM (

⊕
ΛEM (Mλ)). Thus by (a) there exists

a submodule Y ⊆ EM (
⊕

ΛEM (Mλ)) such that N ⊆ Y ∼=
⊕

Λ EM (Mλ). Write
Y =

⊕
Λ EM (Yλ), where Yi

∼= Mi, i ∈ Λ. Since N is finitely generated, there exists
a finite subset Γ = {λ1, . . . , λm} ⊆ Λ such that N ⊆

⊕
ΓEM (Yλ) = EM (

⊕
Γ Yλ).

Since Yλ1
, . . . , Yλm

are weakly injective in σ[M ], the finite direct sum Yλ1
⊕ · · · ⊕

Yλm
is weakly injective in σ[M ]. Therefore, there exists X1

∼=
⊕

Γ Yλ
∼=

⊕
ΓMλ

such that N ⊆ X1 ⊆ EM (
⊕

Γ Yλ). Thus N ⊆ X1⊕
⊕

λ/∈Γ Yλ ≃ X , proving that
X is weakly injective.

(c) ⇒ (d) Consider the module X =
⊕

ΛMλ a direct sum of M -singular
tight modules in σ[M ]. Let N be a finitely generated submodule of EM (X) =
EM (

⊕
Λ EM (Mλ)). By (c) the direct sum

⊕
ΛEM (Mλ) is tight in σ[M ]. Thus

N embeds in
⊕

ΛEM (Mλ) via a monomorphism, say, ϕ . Also ϕ(N) is finitely
generated and thus N ⊂ EM (Mλ1

) ⊕ · · · ⊕EM (Mλm
) = EM (

⊕m
i=1Mλi

) for some
finite {λ1, . . . , λm} ⊆ Λ. Since Mλ1

⊕ · · ·⊕ Mλm
is tight then N ≃ ϕ(N) embeds

in the finite direct sum Mλ1
⊕ · · · ⊕Mλm

, proving that X is tight.
(e) ⇒ (f) Consider the module X =

⊕
ΛMλ a direct sum of M -singular weakly

tight modules in σ[M ] . Let N be a finitely generated submodule of EM (X) =
EM (

⊕
Λ EM (Mλ)). By (e) the direct sum

⊕
ΛEM (Mλ) is weakly tight in σ[M ].

Thus N embeds in (
⊕

Λ EM (Mλ))(ℵ0) via a monomorphism, say, ϕ. Also ϕ(N) is
finitely generated and thus N ⊂ EM (Mλ1

) ⊕ · · · ⊕ EM (Mλm
) = EM (

⊕m
i=1Mλi

)
for some finite {λ1, . . . , λm} ⊆ Λ. Since Mλ1

⊕ · · · ⊕ Mλm
is weakly tight then

N ≃ ϕ(N) embeds in a direct sum of copies of (Mλ1
⊕· · ·⊕Mλm

) and thus embeds
in a direct sum of X , proving that X is weakly tight.

Clearly, (b) ⇒ (c), (d) ⇒ (e) and (b) ⇒ (a).

In [25], several characterizations of finitely generated generalized q.f.d. modules
are given using weak injectivity. In the next result we provide other characteriza-
tions of an arbitrary generalized q.f.d. modules using tightness and weak tightness,
a generalization of the characterization given in [25].

Theorem 1.9. For a module MR with ZM (M) = 0, the following conditions are

equivalent:

(a) M is a generalized q.f.d. module;

(b) every direct sum
⊕

Λ Eλ of M -singular injective modules in σ[M ] is weakly

injective in σ[M ];
(c) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of M -singular injective modules in σ[M ] is tight in

σ[M ];
(d) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of M -singular injective modules in σ[M ] is weakly

tight in σ[M ];
(e) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of M -singular weakly tight modules in σ[M ] is weakly

tight in σ[M ];
(f) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of M -singular tight modules in σ[M ] is weakly tight

in σ[M ];
(g) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of M -singular weakly injective modules in σ[M ] is

weakly tight in σ[M ];
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(h) every direct sum
⊕

ΛMλ of M -singular weakly injective modules in σ[M ] is

weakly N -tight for every cyclic module N in σ[M ];
(i) every direct sum

⊕
ΛEM (Pλ), where Pλ is M -singular simple module in σ[M ],

is weakly N -tight, for every cyclic module N in σ[M ];
(j) every direct sum

⊕
ΛEM (Pλ), where Pλ is M -singular simple module in σ[M ],

is weakly R-tight in σ[M ].

Proof. (a) ⇒ (b) Consider the module X =
⊕

ΛMλ a direct sum of M -singular
injective modules in σ[M ]. Let N be a finitely generated submodule of EM (X).
Since M is non M -singular, by ([7], 4.1), EM (X) is M -singular and thus N is
M -singular. By (a), N contains as an essential submodule a finite direct sum of
uniform submodules

⊕
Λ Uλ. SinceX is essential in EM (X) = EM (

⊕
Λ EM

(
Mλ)

)
,

for each i, choose 0 6= xi ∈ Ui ∩ X . Then
⊕n

i=1 xiR ⊆
⊕n

i=1Mλi
for some λ′is.

It follows that
⊕n

i=1Mλi
contains an M -injective hull E of

⊕n
i=1 xiR. Since E is

M -injective and contained in X , we may write X = E⊕ K, for some submodule
K of X . On the other hand, let EM (N) be an M -injective hull of N in EM (X).
Then EM (N) = EM (

⊕n
i=1 xiR) ∼= E Since

⊕n
i=1 xiR is essential in EM (N), it

follows that EM (N) ∩K = 0. So let Y = EM (N) ⊕K ∼= E ⊕K = X . Then N
⊆ Y ∼= X , proving that X is weakly injective.

Clearly, (b) ⇒ (c) ⇒ (d), (e) ⇒ (f) ⇒ (g) ⇒ (h) ⇒ (i) ⇒ (j).
(d) ⇒ (e) Consider the module X =

⊕
ΛMλ a direct sum of M -singular weakly

tight modules in σ[M ]. Let N be a finitely generated submodule of EM (X). By
(d) the direct sum

⊕
ΛEM (Mλ) is weakly tight in σ[M ]. Thus N embeds in

(⊕
ΛEM (Mλ)

)(ℵ0)
via a monomorphism, say, ϕ. Also ϕ(N) is finitely generated

and thus N ⊂ EM (Mλ1
) ⊕ · · · ⊕ EM (Mλm

) = EM (
⊕m

i=1Mλi
) for some finite

{λ1, . . . , λm} ⊆ Λ. Since Mλ1
⊕· · ·⊕ Mλm

is weakly tight then N ≃ ϕ(N) embeds
in a direct sum of (Mλ1

⊕ · · · ⊕ Mλm
) and thus embeds in a direct sum of X ,

proving that X is weakly tight.
(j) ⇒ (a) Let K be a cyclic submodule of M . If Soc (K) = 0, we are done.

Suppoe 0 6= Soc (K) =
⊕

Λ Pλ. We show that Soc (K) is finitely generated. For
this consider the diagram

0 //
⊕

Λ Pλ
γ

//

ϕ
��

K

EM

( ⊕
Λ EM (Pλ)

)

where ϕ and γ are the inclusion homomorphisms. By M -injectivity of
EM

(⊕
ΛEM (Pλ)

)
, there exists ψ : K → EM (

⊕
ΛEM (Pλ)) such that ψγ = ϕ. By

our hypothesis,
⊕

Λ EM (Pλ) is weakly R-tight in σ[M ], hence Imϕ ⊂ Imψ is em-

beddable in (
⊕

ΛEM (Pλ))(ℵ0). Therefore, Soc (K) is embeddable in EM (Pλ1
) ⊕

· · · ⊕EM (Pλm
) for some finite {λ1, . . . , λm} ⊆ Λ. Since each EM (Pλi

) is uniform,
Soc (K) has finite uniform dimension and is therefore finitely generated.

Notice that Theorem 1.9 implies that the conditions of Theorem 1.8 are all
equivalent. From Lemma 1.1, Theorems 1.8 and 1.9, we get the following charac-
terizations of generalized q.f.d. modules.
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Theorem 1.10. For a module MR with ZM (M) = 0, the following conditions are

equivalent:

(a) M is a generalized q.f.d.;

(b) every direct sum
⊕

ΛEλ of injective modules in σ[M ], where each Eλ is M -

singular, is weakly injective (or tight, weakly tight ) in σ[M ];
(c) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of weakly injective modules in σ[M ], where each Mλ

is M -singular, is weakly injective (or tight, weakly tight ) in σ[M ];
(d) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of tight modules in σ[M ], where each Mλ is M -

singular, is tight (or weakly tight ) in σ[M ];
(e) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of weakly tight modules in σ[M ], where each Mλ is

M -singular, is weakly tight in σ[M ];
(f) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of weakly tight modules in σ[M ], where each Mλ is

M -singular, is weakly N -tight, for every cyclic module N in σ[M ];
(g) every direct sum

⊕
Λ EM (Pλ), where Pλ is M -singular simple, is N -tight for

every cyclic module N in σ[M ];
(h) every direct sum

⊕
ΛEM (Pλ), where Pλ is M -singular simple, is weakly R-

tight in σ[M ].

In case MR = RR, we get

Corollary 1.11. For a nonsingular ring R, the following conditions are equiva-

lent:

(a) R is a g.q.f.d.;

(b) every direct sum
⊕

Λ Eλ of injective R-singular modules is weakly injective;

(c) every direct sum
⊕

ΛMλ of weakly injective R-singular modules is weakly in-

jective (or tight, weakly tight );
(d) every direct sum

⊕
ΛMλ of tight R-singular modules is tight (or weakly tight );

(e) every direct sum
⊕

ΛMλ of weakly tight R-singular modules is weakly tight (or
weakly R-tight );

(f) every direct sum
⊕

ΛEM (Pλ), where each Pλ is R-singular simple, is weakly

R-tight.

Theorem 1.12. A g.q.f.d. module MR over which every uniform cyclic M -singular

right module in σ[M ] is weakly injective (tight, weakly tight ) in σ[M ] is right S-WI.

Proof. Let N ∈ σ[M ] be M -singular. Then N contains an essential submodule
X =

⊕
I Xi which is a direct sum of cyclic uniform M -singular submodules. It

follows by our hypothesis that each Xi is weakly injective in σ[M ] and thus
⊕

I Xi

is weakly injective in σ[M ]. Thus N is weakly injective in σ[M ], proving that M
is S-WI.

Theorem 1.13. For a module MR, the following are equivalent:

(a) M is S-WI;

(b) M is g.q.f.d. and every finitely generated M -singular module in σ[M ] is weakly

injective (or tight, weakly tight ) in σ[M ];
(c) M is g.q.f.d. and every cyclic M -singular module in σ[M ] is weakly injective

(or tight, weakly tight ) in σ[M ];
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(d) M is g.q.f.d. and every uniform cyclic M -singular module in σ[M ] is weakly

injective (or tight, weakly tight ) in σ[M ];
(e) M is g.q.f.d. and every finitely generated M -singular module in σ[M ] is com-

pressible.

Proof. (a) ⇒ (b) Follows from Theorem 1.9.
Clearly, (b) ⇒ (c), (c) ⇒ (d).
(d) ⇒ (e) Let N be a finitely generated M -singular module in σ[M ] and let

K ⊂′ N . Since M is g.q.f.d., N has finite Goldie dimension. Thus there exist cyclic
uniform M -singular submodules Ui, i = 1, . . . , n, of N such that ⊕n

i=1Ui ⊂
′ K ⊂

N . Since each Ui is uniform M -singular it follows that each Ui is compressible
and thus weakly injective in σ[M ] and thus ⊕n

i=1Ui is weakly injective in σ[M ].
Thus K is weakly injective in σ[M ] and thus N embeds in K, proving that N is
compressible.

(e) ⇒ (d) Every compressible module is tight and thus weakly injective over a
q.f.d. module.

(d) ⇒ (a) Follows from Theorem 1.12.
In case MR = RR, we obtain the following characterization of W-SI rings.

Corollary 1.14. For a ring R, the following are equivalent:

(a) R is right W-SI ring;

(b) R is g.q.f.d. and every finitely generated R-singular right module is weakly

injective (or tight, weakly tight );
(c) R is g.q.f.d. and every cyclic R-singular right module is weakly injective (or

tight, weakly tight );
(d) R is g.q.f.d. and every uniform cyclic R-singular right module is weakly injec-

tive (or tight, weakly tight );
(e) R is g.q.f.d. and every uniform finitely generated R-singular right module is

compressible;

(f) every finitely generated R-singular right module is compressible.

Following a similar proof as in Theorem 1.12, we get the following

Theorem 1.15. For a module MR, the following are equivalent:

(a) Every M -singular N ∈ σ[M ] is weakly R-injective in σ[M ];
(b) M is g.q.f.d. and every finitely generate M -singular module in σ[M ] is weakly

R-injective (or R-tight, weakly R-tight ) in σ[M ];
(c) M is g.q.f.d. and every M -singular cyclic module in σ[M ] is weakly R-injective

(or R-tight, weakly R-tight ) in σ[M ];
(d) M is g.q.f.d. and every uniform M -singular cyclic module in σ[M ] is weakly

R-injective (or R-tight, weakly R-tight ) in σ[M ];
(e) M is g.q.f.d. and every cyclic M -singular module in σ[M ] is compressible.

In case MR = RR, we obtain the following characterization of S-WRI-rings.

Corollary 1.16. For a ring R, the following are equivalent:

(a) R is right S-WRI ring;
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(b) R is g.q.f.d. and every finitely generated R-singular right module is weakly

R-injective (or R-tight, weakly R-tight );
(c) R is g.q.f.d. and every R-singular cyclic right module is weakly R-injective (or

R-tight, weakly R-tight );
(d) R is g.q.f.d. and every uniform R-singular cyclic right module is weakly R-

injective (or R-tight, weakly R-tight );
(e) R is g.q.f.d. and every R-singular cyclic right module is compressible.
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